January 12, 1978

Dear Carlotta —

It has been a long time since Bill Tagalay of the New Orleans Museum and I had the pleasure of visiting you in Detroit. Your photographs "Eggs Multiplied" has continued to be a source of pleasure for us and fills a vital spot in our
collection. In the fall I am hopeful of printing a catalogue of our collection. In do so I need your help.

1. Send me biographical information including birth date - involvement with Kepes - career in general - exhibitions publications etc.

2. Please consider and if approve sign the Museum’s permission form so we may be able to reproduce your photograph in the catalogue.

3. Keep me posted.

I note you had an exhibition at the Marcus Pfeifer Gallery in New York. Was it successful? Looking forward to your reply and wishing you a good new year. I am

Sincerely

Alan DuBois